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Abstract
We introduce the ordered series Fp×p of irreducible p× p bit fractions as a model of p-bit
precision binary %oating point division. We employ and extend results from the number theoretic
literature on Farey fractions and continued fractions to provide a foundation for generation and
analysis of the series Fp×p. An algorithm for ordered on-the-%y enumeration of a consecutive
subsequence of Fp×p over a selected interval is introduced which requires only a couple of
integer additions and=or subtractions per p× p bit fraction enumerated.
We characterize two extremal rounding boundary sets, RNp, respectively RDp, of irreducible
p×p bit fractions over the standard binade [1; 2) whose 2p+O(1) member fractions have rational
values that are each comparably close to a boundary for rounding to a normalized p-bit %oating
point number by round-to-nearest, respectively, by a directed rounding. A transformation is shown
allowing either set RNp; RDp, to be simply computed from the other. We determine properties
of these extremal rounding boundary sets RNp; RDp, and describe their use in the testing of
%oating point division implementations. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Floating point; Division; Rounding; Extremal rounding cases; Farey series; Tree traversal;
Binary numbers; Mediant fraction
1. Introduction and summary
Floating point division algorithms in current hardware designs often employ iterative
convergent algorithms or power series approximations generating extra precise quotient
approximations [1,4,20]. Algorithms for rounding approximate quotients to guarantee
equivalence to mandated in>nitely precise roundings [7] have been investigated in the
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literature [4,8,9]. Speci>c “worst case” input dividend, divisor pairs yielding in>nitely
precise quotients closest to some representable %oating point value (resp. some midpoint
between representable values) are well known and essential to proofs of the correctness
and eGciency of rounded %oating point division implementations.
Investigations of single argument p-bit precision %oating point functions such as
square root, inverse square root, and the transcendentals [15,22,8] suggest that the
distribution of the bit string tails following the normalized leading p bits of the result
is essentially random. Typically only a handful of the some 2p+O(1) standard p-bit
inputs to these functions have tails diHering from a p-bit midpoint by an amount of
order 1=2p units in the last place (ulps). For p-bit precision %oating point division there
are in total some 22p−2 distinct normalized dividend and divisor input pairs for which
we show some 2p+O(1) of these yield rational valued quotients falling within a distance
of 1=2p ulps of a p-bit midpoint. The uniformly random model of the distribution
of the bit string tails does not apply for division since none of these rational valued
quotients fall within a distance of 1=2p+1 ulps of a p-bit midpoint.
Since addition and multiplication of p-bit numbers yield >nite length sum and prod-
uct bit strings, a bit string model is appropriate to understanding and characterizing
a p-bit rounded sum or product. For division, the equivalent intermediate results are
>nite approximate quotient bit strings that are not as receptive to a practical discrete
model for rounding.
In this paper we pursue an alternative approach and model p-bit precision binary
%oating point division by an ordered series of p×p bit irreducible fractions, Fp×p.
Each p×p bit fraction explicitly identi>es the input p-bit precision dividend and
divisor pair. The numerically ordered series Fp×p serves to bracket the irreducible
p×p bit fractions by their rational values between successive %oating point repre-
sentable p-bit numbers to assist in the investigation of determining a rounded p-bit
quotient.
For example, Fig. 1 provides a two-dimensional illustration of the enumeration of
the 213 irreducible fractions of the series F5×5 over the interval [1; 2). Each of the
16 rows illustrates all of the 5×5 bit irreducible fractions with quotients falling in
the ulp interval between two successive “endpoint” 5-bit numbers [i=16; (i + 1)=16],
i=16; 17; : : : ; 31. Quotient values of fractions within each row round to one or the
other endpoint depending on the rounding mode speci>ed for the %oating point division
operation implemented. The irreducible fractions are plotted to scale by their rational
values in Fig. 1 so the variable spacing and “round oH” bias may be visualized. The
projections of all such round oH amounts are accumulated on the bottom line in Fig. 1
revealing interesting gaps incident to each endpoint and about the midpoint in which
no quotient value occurs.
The series Fp×p over [1; 2) is recognized to be a subseries of the well known [6]
Farey series F2p over [1; 2), which enumerates all irreducible fractions with denomina-
tors at most 2p. The vacuous fraction “÷” is used in Fig. 1 to denote the position of
a member of F32 that is not a 5×5 bit fraction. In particular, any fraction n=d of the
series F32 with an odd numerator 336n663 must be deleted to obtain Fp×p.
The shaded strip down through the midpoints in Fig. 1 contains all irreducible 5×5
bit fractions within the distance 1=2p= 132 ulps of the corresponding midpoint, where
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Fig. 1. A scaled plot of the series of 5×5 bit fractions F5×5 partitioned into ulp intervals between 5-bit
numbers i=16; (i + 1)=16 for i=16; 17; : : : ; 31.
none of these fall within the distance 1=2p+1 = 164 ulps of a midpoint. The fractions in
this strip identify an interesting set of extremal dividend and divisor inputs for which
approximate division algorithms intended to provide a round-to-nearest p-bit result will
face a comparably hard challenge. Similarly the strips at either end identify p×p bit
fractions whose distance from the closest representable p-bit value falls strictly in the
interval [ 132 ;
1
16 ] ulps, where none other than the exact p-bit number boundaries are
closer than 132 ulps. These fractions are comparably hard to approximate and round by
a directed rounding.
In [9] Kahan describes a computational procedure and provides a program for de-
termining a large number of p-bit dividend and divisor that yield quotients very close
to midpoints. Given our model Fp×p of p×p bit irreducible fractions, we are able to
be quite explicit about >nding and ranking the p×p bit irreducible fractions closest
to midpoints, as well as establishing that they are in some sense reasonably widely
distributed over the interval [1; 2).
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Our approach in this paper is >rst to specify an additive number theoretic apparatus
on fractions to provide for eGcient generation of the series Fp×p. Secondly, properties
of the series Fp×p are determined to reveal the underlying structure of the “%oating
point division with rounding” operation.
In Section 2 we formalize the p-bit numbers and p×p bit fractions, and intro-
duce the numerically ordered series Fp×p of irreducible p×p bit fractions. We show
that there are (8=2 + o(1))22p−2 members of Fp×p over the standard binade [1; 2),
which further implies asymptotically that some 81% of p×p bit normalized division
operations yield distinct rational valued quotients.
In Section 3 we review terminology and results regarding continued fractions and
Farey series that provide the foundation for enumeration and investigation of the p×p
bit fraction series Fp×p. Of principal importance in our methodology is the fact that
every irreducible fraction n=d =∈{ 01 ; 11 ; 10} has a unique associated irreducible fraction
n′=d′ with n=26n′6n and d=26d′6d, where |nd′ − n′d|=1. The fraction n′=d′ is a
best rational approximation [10] termed the “closest parent” of n=d, and (n+n′)=(d+d′)
and (2n−n′)=(2d−d′) are noted to be the unique two children having n=d as a closest
parent. Our principal result in Section 3 is the utilization of the closest parent relation
as the basis for an algorithm providing on-the-%y enumeration of the series Fp×p over a
selected interval at a cost of only a couple of additions and=or subtractions per fraction
enumerated. We further show that each consecutive pair n=d; n′=d′, of the series Fp×p
over [1; 2] is separated by a distance of either 1=(dd′) or 2=(dd′), explaining the
variable spacing evident in Fig. 1.
In Section 4 we formalize an extremal rounding boundary set for nearest type round-
ings, RNp, as a subset of the p×p bit fractions over [1; 2] that can be characterized
in three equivalent forms:
(i) n=d∈RNp iH the distance to the closest midpoint i=2p satis>es |n=d − i=2p|¡
1=22p−1,
(ii) n=d∈RNp iH n=d has the binary expansion n=d=1:b1b2 : : : bp−1bp : : : where the bits
bp+1bp+2 : : : b2p−1 have the same value which is opposite to the value of the “round
bit” bp, (e.g. for p=5 we have 4829 = 1:1010 01111 0 : : : ; with b5b6b7b8b9 =
01111),
(iii) n=d∈RNp iH n=d is the closest parent of a p-bit midpoint.
Our main result about RNp in Section 4 is the proof that for every odd denominator
2p−16d62p, there exists a unique even valued numerator d¡n¡2d with n=d∈RNp.
Furthermore, for every n=d∈RNp with even numerator n, the irreducible fraction (3d−
n)=d is a member of RNp with an odd numerator iH (3d− n)¡2p (i.e. (3d− n)=d is
a p×p bit fraction) and these p×p bit fractions are the only members of RNp.
It follows that 2p−26|RNp|62p−1, and that RNp contains members well distributed
by denominator value over [2p−1; 2p]. We further note that either the midpoint i=2p
or its 3’s compliment midpoint (3×2p − i)=2p has a closest parent in RNp, so RNp
has a reasonably wide distribution by quotient values over [1,2]. The members of RN5
as highlighted by the center strip in Fig. 1 illustrate these properties. These size and
distribution properties establish RNp as a very useful test set for an IEEE standard
%oating point division unit implementation.
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This result also allows us to rank the members of RNp by their distances to the
closest midpoints. Speci>cally, the well known closest is 2p=(2p − 1), at a distance
1=(2p(2p − 1)) from the midpoint (2p + 1)=2p, the second closest is herein shown
always occurring next to 53 in Fp×p, the third closest always occurring next to either
7
5 or
9
5 in Fp×p depending on the parity of p, and so on.
Computationally we note that for any d, the even numerator member n=d∈RNp can
be determined at essentially the cost of applying the extended Euclidean algorithm to
determine the convergents to d=2p, followed by a simple transposition of terms.
We similarly show that an extremal rounding boundary set of p×p bit fractions
for directed roundings, RDp can be equivalently de>ned either by a distance property,
a binary expansion property, or a closest parent property. Our main result relevant
to RDp is the demonstration that for every odd denominator 2p−1¡d¡2p there is
a simply computable one-to-one correspondence between the unique even numerator
fraction n=d∈RNp and a unique even numerator fraction n′=d∈RDp. Again the odd
numerator fraction (3d − n′)=d will be in RDp iH (3d − n′)¡2p, fully characterizing
the membership of RDp. These results establish properties on the size and distribution
by denominator and quotient value of RDp.
Results in this paper and in [18,19,24] are indicative of the usefulness of employing
the series Fp×p and its properties for understanding %oating point division. There are
well known diGculties in implementing and testing the correctness of high precision
division satisfying the IEEE binary %oating point standard [7], and subtle failures [25]
can be hard to isolate and expensive to rectify. We propose that this model can be
fundamental to understanding the precise structure of quotients obtained in %oating
point division and thereby aid in both algorithm and implementation design and testing.
2. p-bit Numbers and p×p bit fractions
A binary rational is a rational with a factorization z=2ei, where e and i are arbitrary
integers. The factorization is unique when z =0 and i is an odd integer. A p-bit number
is a positive binary rational z=2ei, with 16i62p−1, and when e¿0; z=2ei is a p-bit
integer. The precision p¿1 provides an upper bound on the size of the p-bit number,
eHectively dictating the maximum length of the normalized bit string representation
z=2e
′
(1:b1b2 : : : bp−1) without regard to the value of the exponent.
The ordered sequence of 3-bit numbers over [ 12 ; 16] written as irreducible fractions
is:
1
2 ;
5
8 ;
3
4 ;
7
8 ; 1;
5
4 ;
3
2 ;
7
4 ; 2;
5
2 ; 3;
7
2 ; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 10; 12; 14; 16:
Note that for any p¿2 and for any real x¿0, there are 2p−1 p-bit numbers z for z in
[x; 2x). Furthermore z is a p-bit number in [x; 2x) iH 2z is a p-bit number in [2x; 4x).
Thus the p-bit numbers of the standard binade [1; 2) are suGcient to characterize
the set of p-bit numbers, with bit string representations of the example 3-bit numbers
above over [1; 2) being 1.00, 1.01, 1.10, and 1.11. Shifting the binary radix point
allows enumeration over another binade, e.g. over [8,16) we have 1000.0, 1010.0,
1100.0, 1110.0.
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A p×p bit fraction denotes a fraction n=d where the numerator n and denominator d
are p-bit integers. The rational value q= n=d of the p×p bit fraction can be expressed
uniquely in the form:
q = 2e jk ; 16 j; k 6 2
p−1 − 1; j; k odd; e an integer; gcd( j; k) = 1:
Let Fp×p denote the series of irreducible p×p bit fractions extending inde>nitely,
from unity up towards in>nity and down towards zero. For any p¿2, the series Fp×p
over the interval [1,
√
2] is suGcient to characterize the full series Fp×p, since inversion
of the fractions allows enumeration over [
√
2=2; 1], and binary scaling completes the
coverage. The two correspondences simplifying enumeration of Fp×p are illustrated for
p=3.
• Binary scaling: n=d∈Fp×p ∩ [x; 2x) iH the reduced form of 2n=d∈Fp×p ∩ [2x; 4x).
[ 12 ; 1):
1
2 ;
4
7 ;
7
12 ;
3
5 ;
5
8 ;
2
3 ;
7
10 ;
5
7 ;
3
4 ;
4
5 ;
5
6 ;
6
7 ;
7
8
÷2


 ÷2


 ÷2



[1; 2): 11
8
7 ;
7
6 ;
6
5 ;
5
4 ;
4
3 ;
7
5 ;
10
7 ;
3
2 ;
8
5 ;
5
3 ;
12
7 ;
7
4
×2


 ×2


 ×2



[2; 4): 21
16
7 ;
7
3 ;
12
5 ;
5
2 ;
8
3 ;
14
5 ;
20
7 ;
3
1 ;
16
5 ;
10
3 ;
24
7 ;
7
2
• Inverse symmetry: n=d∈Fp×p iH d=n∈Fp×p.
... ,
5
7 ,
3
4 ,
4
5 ,
5
6 ,
6
7 ,
7
8 ,
1
1 ,
8
7 ,
7
6 ,
6
5 ,
5
4 ,
4
3 ,
7
5 , ...
We shall primarily focus on enumeration of Fp×p over the standard binade [1; 2) where
the irreducible p×p bit fractions are easily recognized.
Observation 1. For p¿2, the fraction 16n=d¡2 is a p×p bit fraction with 16d6
2p − 1 iH either (i) d6n62p, or (ii) 2p6n¡2d¡2p+1 with n even.
Note that there are 13 irreducible 3×3 bit fractions in the standard binade [1; 2). The
number of members of Fp×p over [1; 2), or equivalently any binade interval [x; 2x),
can be obtained asymptotically in p from a classical number theoretic argument.
Lemma 2. For any real x¿0, the number of p×p bit irreducible fractions with
values in the interval [x; 2x) is asymptotically
( 82 + o(1))2
2p−2:
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Table 1
The proportion of distinct rational valued quotients obtained before rounding in normalized binary %oating
point division for precisions p=3; 4; : : : ; 16
Precision Number of normalized Number of irreducible Proportion of distinct
(p) p-bit %oating point divisor, p×p-bit fractions division results
divident pairs over [1; 2) before rounding
(22p−2)
3 16 13 0.812500 : : :
4 64 49 0.765625 : : :
5 256 213 0.832031 : : :
6 1024 825 0.805664 : : :
7 4096 3327 0.812255 : : :
8 16384 13231 0.807556 : : :
9 216 53187 0.811569 : : :
10 218 212447 0.810420 : : :
11 220 850105 0.810723 : : :
12 222 3398953 0.810373 : : :
13 224 13600523 0.810654 : : :
14 226 54396641 0.810573 : : :
15 228 217585349 0.810568 : : :
16 230 870325507 0.810553 : : :
Proof. Given j and k positive relatively prime odd integers less than 2p, exactly one
value of e scales the fraction j=k into the interval x62ej=k¡2x. Thus the number of
p×p bit quotients q=2ej=k in [x; 2x) is equal to the number of irreducible fractions
j=k with odd numerators and denominators, each bounded by 2p. It is known that the
proportion of odd integer pairs 16i; j6n with gcd(i; j)= 1 approaches the limiting
value 8=2 [11, Section 4.5.2], so the result follows.
With regards to the series Fp×p as a model of binary %oating point division, con-
sider that there are 2p−1 normalized %oating point divisors d′=1:b1b2 : : : bp−1 each
having 2p−1 normalized %oating point dividends d′6n′¡2d′ yielding rational valued
quotients equal to an irreducible fraction of Fp×p over [1; 2). Since 8=2 = 0:810569 : : : ;
Lemma 2 implies for suGciently large p that over 81% of such normalized division
operations over the p-bit numbers yield distinct p×p bit rational valued quotients.
Fig. 1 illustrated the fraction series F5×5 containing 213 members over [1; 2). This is
some 83% of the 256 possible normalized 5-bit divisor and dividend pairs yielding
rational valued quotients in [1; 2). Table 1 enumerates the actual proportion of such
distinct p×p bit division results for 36p616. The apparent rapid approach to the
limiting ratio suggests the factor 0:810569 : : : is applicable in practice for the typical
larger precisions encountered in %oating point arithmetic units.
Consider the partition of the normalized range [1; 2) into 2p−1 disjoint ulp inter-
vals [i=(2p−1); (i + 1)=2p−1) for 2p−16i62p − 1, as illustrated in Fig. 1 for p=5.
Each such half closed, half open ulp interval between successive p-bit values contains
asymptotically on average (8=2)2p−1 irreducible p×p bit fractions, all but one of
which must be rounded to obtain a p-bit number as the prescribed result of the p-bit
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Table 2
The average, maximum and minimum number of irreducible p×p bit fractions over the 2p−1 − 1 ulp
intervals of [1; (2p − 1)=2p−1) for precisions p=4; 5; 6; 7; 8
Precision Average Maximum Minimum
4 6.85 8 5
5 14.13 20 11
6 26.58 40 19
7 51.20 84 39
8 104.17 168 73
%oating point divide operation. The last ulp interval [(2p− 1)=2p−1; 2) always contains
no p×p bit fraction other than the single p-bit number (2p−1)=2p−1. The number of
irreducible p×p bit fractions per ulp interval for the other 2p−1 − 1 intervals varies
considerably. Summary statistics on the variation for 46p68 are given in Table 2.
3. Generation and analysis of p×p bit fractions
The series Fp×p has many properties analogous to the Farey series of irreducible
fractions, and can be generated and analyzed in a similar manner. These properties will
allow us to understand the distribution of rational values of the p×p bit fractions and
to characterize certain extremal p×p bit fractions that have values very close to the p
and p+1 bit binary rationals. For completeness herein we provide a brief summary of
common terms and fundamental results on irreducible fractions from classical number
theory references [6,10]. Number theory extensions particular to >nite precision rational
arithmetic are taken from [5,12,13,14,16,17]. We shall be particularly interested in
properties of the closest and simplest parents, which can readily be veri>ed from the
more commonly known results.
3.1. Fraction terminology
• Fraction: n=d, a numerator n, denominator d pair of non negative integers, not both
zero.
• Irreducible fraction: a fraction n=d with gcd (n; d)= 1.
• Adjacency: n=d adj n′=d′, a symmetric relation between fractions denoting |nd′ −
n′d|=1.
• Simplicity: n=d is simpler than n′=d′, a partial order on fractions denoting n6n′ and
d6d′, where at least one inequality is strict.
• Mediant (n=d; n′=d′): an operation on two fractions determining the fraction (n +
n′)=(d+ d′), termed the mediant of n=d; n′=d′.
• Closest parent (n=d): a function of an irreducible fraction n=d = 01 ; 10 ; 11 determining
the unique adjacent fraction n′=d′ of n=d where n=26n′6n and d=26d′6d.
• Simplest parent (n=d): a function of an irreducible fraction n=d = 01 ; 10 ; 11 determining
the unique adjacent fraction ns=ds of n=d where ns6n=2 and ds6d=2.
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• Continued fraction (n=d): a sequence of partial quotients [a0=a1= : : : =ak ] denoting
n=d = a0 +
1
a1 +
1
a2 +
1
: : :+
1
ak
• ith convergent of [a0=a1= : : : =ak ]: the irreducible fraction determined by the truncated
continued fraction ni=di = [a0=a1= : : : =ai] for i6k.
• Farey series of order k: The ordered sequence Fk of irreducible fractions whose
denominators do not exceed k, e.g. F5 is 01 ;
1
5 ;
1
4 ;
1
3 ;
2
5 ;
1
2 ;
3
5 ;
2
3 ;
3
4 ;
4
5 ;
1
1 ;
6
5 ;
5
4 ;
4
3 ;
7
5 ;
3
2 ; : : : :
3.2. Fundamental properties of fractions
• The fractions 01 and 10 are irreducible, adjacent, each simpler than any other fraction,
and have a mediant of 11 .
• Every irreducible fraction n=d = 01 ; 10 ; 11 is the mediant of two simpler adjacent frac-
tions, speci>cally the closest parent n′=d′ and the simplest parent ns=ds so n=d=(n′+
ns)=(d′ + ds).
• The mediant (n+ n′)=(d+d′) of the adjacent fractions n=d; n′=d′ is adjacent to both
and falls between them in numeric order, and is simpler than any other irreducible
fraction falling within the interval bounded by n=d and n′=d′.
• Successive members of any Farey series, n=d; n′=d′, are adjacent, are separated by a
distance of n′=d′−n=d=1=(dd′), and have no simpler fraction falling in the interval
[n=d; n′=d′].
• The ith convergent ni=di = [a0=a1= : : : =ai] is simpler than and adjacent to the (i+1)th
convergent ni+1=di+1 = [a0=a1= : : : =ai+1] for any 06i6k − 1.
• For i¿2: whenever ai¿2, ni−1=di−1 is the simplest parent of ni=di; and whenever
ai =1; ni−1=di−1 is the closest parent of ni=di, and ni−2=di−2 is the simplest parent.
From the de>nitions of the p×p bit fractions and the Farey series we obtain the
following.
Observation 3. The p×p bit fractions Fp×p over the standard binade [1; 2) is precisely
the subsequence of the Farey series F2p−1 obtained by deleting any Farey series fraction
1¡n=d¡2 having an odd numerator greater than 2p.
The members of F5×5 as a subsequence of F2p over [1; 2] was illustrated in Fig. 1,
with the locations of deleted members of F2p shown by the generic fraction symbol
“÷”.
It is possible to simply generate successive Farey series, Fk ; Fk+1; : : : inductively,
simply by adding appropriate mediant fractions to the sequence Fk over [0,1] to obtain
Fk+1. Herein, we shall describe an on-the-%y creation and enumeration procedure allow-
ing us to generate a contiguous subsequence of Fp×p initiated by a particular member
of Fp×p and its closest or simplest parent. Our enumeration procedure is based on
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n′
d ′
n
d =
n′+ns
d ′+ds
ns
ds
(a) n′d ′ <
ns
ds
n′
d ′
n
d =
n′+ns
d ′+ds
ns
ds
(b) nsds <
n′
d ′
Fig. 2. The mediant triangle for the irreducible fraction n=d, where n=d = 01 ; 10 ; 11 . The numerically smaller
parent is to the left, and the closest parent is lower, producing the two orientations shown in (a) and (b).
4
3
7
5 =
4+3
3+2
3
2
(a)
22
13
27
16 =
5+22
3+13
5
3
(b)
Fig. 3. Two example mediant triangles with diHerent orientations: (a) the closest parent is the left parent;
(b) the closest parent is the right parent.
generating recursive triples [mediant, closest parent, simplest parent], as illustrated in
Fig. 2 by the oriented diagram herein termed the mediant triangle. One of two orien-
tations (a) or (b) is chosen so that the left parent is smaller than the right parent in
numeric order. Fig. 3 illustrates two numeric examples with diHerent orientations.
In the mediant triangle we can immediately verify that the edges join adjacent frac-
tions, e.g. |7×3 − 5×4|=1 and |27×13 − 16×22|=1. The edges in the upward
direction denote simpler fractions, e.g. 43 is simpler than
7
5 and
5
3 is simpler than
22
13 .
The edges in the leftward direction denote numerical order, e.g. 43¡
7
5 and
27
16¡
22
13 .
Observation 4. Specifying any two irreducible fractions of a mediant triangle [mediant,
closest parent, simplest parent], allows the third irreducible fraction of the triple to be
determined by integer addition and=or subtraction of numerators and denominators.
De nition 5. The distance between fractions n=d; n′=d′ is the absolute value of the
numerical diHerence between the fractions, which for adjacent fractions is always one
part in the product of the denominators: |n=d− n′=d′|=1=(dd′).
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Observation 6. The distance between an irreducible fraction n=d and its closest parent
is always greater than 1=d2 and less than 2=d2. The distance between an irreducible
fraction and its simplest parent is larger, by a factor d′=ds, than the distance between
the irreducible fraction and its closest parent.
In Fig. 3a, note that the mediant 75 has a 50% larger distance from
3
2 than from
4
3 .
The mediant is much further from the interval center in Fig. 3b, with a distance ratio
of 13:3. We shall be particularly interested in the distance to a closest parent from an
irreducible fraction which is a binary number 1¡i=2p¡2.
Observation 7. The distance between the binary valued irreducible fraction 1¡i=2p¡2
and its closest parent is =22p with 1¡¡2.
With regards to the series Fp×p and the extreme cases for rounding to nearest in
%oating point division, consider from Fig. 3b, that 2213 is a 4×4 bit fraction that is the
closest parent of the midpoint 2716 between the successive 4-bit numbers
13
8 and
7
4 . The
distance between 2213 and
27
16 is
16
132
−8. In binary representation as usually employed for
describing roundings,
22
13
= 1:101 1000 1b9b10b11
tail
: : :
with the 4×4 bit fraction’s binary expansion requiring 5 bits of the tail (a number
greater than the precision p=4) to visibly separate its bit string from the midpoint bit
string. Let us express the parent partition of the irreducible fraction n=d as n= nLP+nRP,
and d=dLP +dRP, where nLP=dLP is the left parent and nRP=dRP is the right parent, so
numerically nLP=dLP¡n=d¡nRP=dRP. Note, n=d is itself the closest parent of precisely
two other fractions. Speci>cally, the left child of n=d is the mediant nLC=dLC = (n +
nLP)=(d+dLP), and the right child of n=d is the mediant nRC=dRC = (n+nRP)=(d+dRP).
Fig. 4 extends the example of Fig. 3a to include the children as well as the parents of
n=d= 75 , with the closest parent edges incident to n=d shown as solid lines. In numerical
order, 43¡
11
8 ¡
7
5¡
10
7 ¡
3
2 .
Observation 8. The left parent, left child, right parent, and right child of the irreducible
fraction n=d form the pairwise adjacent ordered sequence
nLP
dLP
¡
nLC
dLC
¡
n
d
¡
nRC
dRC
¡
dRP
nRP
;
where furthermore the second generation distances satisfy
nRP
dRP
− nLC
dLC
=
2
dRPdLC
;
nRC
dRC
− nLP
dLP
=
2
dRCdLP
and the distance between the siblings is
nRC
dRC
− nLC
dLC
=
3
dRCdLC
:
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nLP
dLP
=
4
3
n
d =
7
5
nRP
dRP
=
3
2
nLC
dLC
=
11
8
nRC
dRC
=
10
7
Fig. 4. Three mediant triangles identifying the left and right parents and left and right childrenof n=d= 75 .
For investigation of p-bit rounded %oating point division we shall also be interested
in the distances between a p-bit binary number 1¡i=2p−1¡2 and its left and right
children.
Observation 9. The distance between the binary rational valued irreducible fraction
1¡i=2p−1¡2 and each of its children is a value =22p−1 with 1¡¡2.
Note from Fig. 3 that the left child of 2716 is
5+27
3+16 =
32
19 which is a 5×5 bit frac-
tion with 2716 − 3219 = 116×19 . This means 3219 falls slightly below the exact 5-bit num-
ber 2716 and constitutes an extreme case for a directed rounding of 5-bit precision. In
particular,
32
19
= 1:1010
1111 0 b10b11b12
tail
: : :
with 5 bits of the tail required to visibly separate its bit string from the exact 5-bit
value 1:101011 : : : =1:101100 : : : (where the tails are either all 1s or all 0s). Note here
that the right child of 2716 is
49
29 , which is not a p×p bit fraction.
3.3. E6cient ordered enumeration of fractions
The left and right child functions can be employed to build a binary tree for enu-
meration and analysis of p×p bit irreducible fractions. If we consider the irreducible
fractions as assigning their rational value as a key value at that node, then the closest
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parent relation provides the basis for a binary search tree in the context of data struc-
tures since the left child key value is numerically less and the right child key value is
numerically greater than the key value at any node of the tree.
De nition 10. A closest parent tree is a >nite binary search tree of irreducible frac-
tions where the irreducible fraction in each non-root node has a parent node containing
its closest parent.
A closest parent tree is implicitly a threaded binary tree since the simplest parent of
any leaf node fraction provides the nearest ancestor in the direction opposite to that of
the closest parent.
Observation 11. An in-order traversal of any closest parent tree yields a numerically
ordered pairwise adjacent sequence of irreducible fractions.
It should be noted that the closest parent tree rooted at 11 could be developed as
a complete binary tree and expanded successively in depth in a breadth >rst man-
ner to an in>nite tree comprising all positive >nite irreducible fractions. This tree
has been termed the Stern–Brocot tree and its principle properties and relations to
Farey fractions can be found in [23]. Herein we are interested in characterizing cer-
tain minimal >nite subtrees of the Stern–Brocot tree where on-the-%y creation and
traversal of these subtrees allow enumeration of p×p bit fractions over selected
intervals.
For irreducible fraction sequences such as Fp×p which may not have successive
fractions adjacent, it can be helpful for analysis to embed Fp×p in a minimal super-
sequence of pairwise adjacent fractions. The minimal closest parent tree containing all
irreducible p×p bit fractions over an interval is denoted by Cp×p[a,b]. An in-order
traversal of Cp×p[1;
√
2] is readily obtained employing the left and right child func-
tions initiated by the two adjacent p×p bit fractions 11 ; 21 . The closest parent tree
C4×4[
√
2=2;
√
2] containing all 49 4×4 bit irreducible fractions over the inverse sym-
metric binade [
√
2=2;
√
2] is shown in Fig. 5. The crossed out values are irreducible
fractions of the minimal closest parent tree that are not p×p bit fractions within
the interval [
√
2=2;
√
2]. The solid lines in Fig. 5 are edges of the tree and the dot-
ted lines except those between { 01 ; 11 ; 10} denote simplest parent relations completing
the mediant triangles implicitly employed to create the tree. The ten 4×4 bit frac-
tions in the tree that are positive 4-bit numbers in [ 12 ;
3
2 ] are highlighted, speci>cally
1
2 ;
3
4 ;
13
16 ;
7
8 ;
15
16 ;
1
1 ;
9
8 ;
5
4 ;
11
8 ;
3
2 .
Note that the p-bit numbers are not symmetrically located within the tree, and the
number of p×p bit fractions in each ulp interval between successive p-bit numbers
in [
√
2=2;
√
2] varies widely.
Since Cp×p[a; b] is closed under the closest parent relation, it may contain fractions
within the interval (a; b) that are not p×p bit fractions. For example, the traversal
of the closest parent tree C6×6[ 1813 ;
7
5 ] yields the following 17 pairwise adjacent frac-
tions >lling in the gap between the successive adjacent 4×4 bit fractions 1813 and 75
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1
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1
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5
4
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6
5
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7
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8
7
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11
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13
8
7
13
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16
13
9
8
15
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9
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12
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13
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14
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16
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1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
7
5
6
7
9
8
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6
7
9
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14
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13
11
15
13
18
7
8
11
13
13
16
8
9
13
15
9
10
10
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11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
Fig. 5. The minimal closest parent tree C4×4[
√
2=2;
√
2].
of C4×4[
√
2=2;
√
2] of Fig. 5:
18
13 ,
61
44 ,
43
31 ,
68
49 ,
25
18 ,
82
59 ,
57
41 ,
32
23 ,
39
28 ,
46
33 ,
53
38 ,
60
43 ,
67
48 ,
74
53 ,
81
58 ,
88
63 ,
7
5 ,
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where two of the 17 fractions are crossed out since they are not 6×6 bit fractions.
For the interval [1; 2), it is readily shown that whenever a p×p bit fraction has a
closest parent that is not a p×p bit fraction, then the closest parent of the closest
parent is a p×p bit fraction. This provides a stopping rule to avoid further search
for p×p bit fractions in an interval. The traversal of Cp×p[1; 2] can not generate
two successive fractions that are not p×p bit fractions. Thus generating the in-order
traversal of Cp×p[1; 2] is an eGcient procedure for enumerating the series Fp×p over the
standard binade [1; 2), where the generation may be further restricted to Cp×p[1;
√
2],
with inverse symmetry and binary scaling arguments employed to >ll in Fp×p over
(
√
2; 2).
Observation 12. An in-order traversal of the tree Cp×p[1;
√
2] allows eHective charac-
terization of all p×p bit irreducible fractions employing only addition and subtraction
operations. The in-order traversal over [1;
√
2] may be performed on-the-%y storing only
the current irreducible fraction, one of its parents, and the direction of travel. Traversal
computation time is dominated by a number of integer addition and=or subtractions
proportional to the number of irreducible p×p bit fractions enumerated, without any
multiply, divide, or gcd operations required.
The properties of Cp×p[a,b] described and illustrated in the preceding examples
and Observations are integrated into the following algorithm for enumeration of the
irreducible p×p bit fractions of Fp×p between two adjacent fraction bounds. The
operator “++” determines the mediant by separately adding the numerators and de-
nominators. The operator “−−” determines a parent by subtracting the numerators and
denominators.
Algorithm 13. Fp×p Enumeration.
Stimulus: A precision, p; FIRST and LAST fractions which must be adjacent.
Response: The in-order traversal of the closest parent tree Cp×p yielding Fp×p over
the interval [FIRST, LAST] in numerical order.
Procedure:
END(x) = ( num_x > 2^{p+2} ) or ( den_x > 2^{p+2} )
Fractions leftp, rightp, current, next;
traverse()
{ /* Set the Input Values: */
/* eg: p = 4; FIRST = 1/1; LAST = 2/1; */
/* Initialization */
leftp = FIRST; rightp = LAST;
current = FIRST ++ LAST; action = left;
while(1){ switch (action){
case left:
next = current ++ leftp;
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if (!END (next)){
rightp = current; current = next; action = left;
} else action = right;
break;
case right:
/* print if current num, den are p-bits */
if (OK(current))
print current;
if (current == LAST) /* Termination Condition */
exit(1);
next = current ++ rightp;
if (!END (next)){
leftp = current; current = next; action = left;
} else action = up;
break;
case up:
if (leftp.num < rightp.num){
/* Up from Left Child */
next = rightp -- leftp;
current = rightp; rightp = next; action = right;
} else {
/* Up from Right Child */
next = leftp -- rightp;
current = leftp; leftp = next; action = up;
}
}
}
}
Algorithm 13 can be employed to eGciently enumerate the higher precision p′×p′ bit
fractions that re>ne the gap between any two successive p×p bit fractions n=d; n′=d′
enumerated by Cp×p[1,2]. Note that the 17 pairwise adjacent fractions previously
shown for C6×6[ 1813 ;
7
5 ] are readily created and enumerated by addition and=or subtrac-
tion of numerator and denominator terms employing Algorithm 13 with the >rst fraction
18
13 and last fraction
7
5 . Note that any fraction n
′′=d′′ of Cp×p[a,b] for 16a¡b62 that
is the closest parent of a p×p bit fraction but itself is not a p×p bit fraction must
have an odd numerator 2p¡n¡2p + 1, with its adjacent child in Cp×p[a,b] being a
p×p bit fraction with an even numerator. For example the closest parent, child pairs
( 6748 ;
74
53 ) and (
81
58 ;
88
63 ) of C6×6[
18
13 ;
7
5 ] illustrate this property.
With reference to Observation 8 and Fig. 4, it is readily determined that when a
fraction n′′=d′′ of Cp×p[1,2] is crossed out as not belonging to Fp×p because of its
odd numerator value 2p¡n¡2p + 1, the successive values n=d; n′=d′ of Fp×p where
n=d¡n′′=d′′¡n′=d′ then satisfy (n′d− nd′)= 2, and the following is obtained.
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Theorem 14. For any p¿2, the distance between the successive fractions n=d; n′=d′ of
Fp×p in the standard binade [1; 2) is either 1=(dd′) or 2=(dd′).
4. Fp×p rounded /oating point division, and extremal rounding cases
Floating point arithmetic [7] speci>es that the results of the add, multiply, and di-
vide operations be closed over the p-bit numbers. When the rational valued in>nitely
precise sum, product, or quotient is not a p-bit number, it must be rounded to a nearest
p-bit number, or for a directed rounding, it must be rounded to the nearest p-bit num-
ber in a speci>ed direction. The %oating point division operation with rounding over
the p-bit numbers is conveniently modeled by the series Fp×p over the closed stan-
dard binade [1; 2] augmented by the p-bit midpoint irreducible fractions 1¡i=2p¡2.
Fig. 6 illustrates the closest parent tree containing the midpoint augmented series F4×4
over [1; 2].
The crossed out fractions and circled 4-bit midpoint fractions in Fig. 6 should be
deleted to obtain the series F4×4 of 4×4 bit fractions. The 4 bit numbers i=16 for
i=16; 17; : : : ; 31 in irreducible fraction form are highlighted, delineating the ulp interval
boundaries used for the 2-D plot illustrated (for p=5) in Fig. 1.
The IEEE binary %oating point standard further speci>es four rounding modes: round
down towards minus in>nity, round up towards plus in>nity, round towards zero, and
round to nearest (with the midpoint rounded to “even”, i.e. the p-bit number that
is also a p − 1 bit number.) It follows that all p×p bit fractions falling in an open
interval between a p-bit number and a neighboring midpoint round the same way under
any IEEE rounding mode, and are therefore rounding equivalent. The highlighted 4-bit
numbers and circled 4-bit midpoint fractions in Fig. 6 serve to bracket the rounding
equivalent sets. For example, the ordered series 118 ¡
18
13¡
7
5¡
10
7 ¡
23
16 between the 4-bit
endpoint 118 and 4-bit midpoint
23
16 designates that all members of the set { 1813 ; 75 ; 107 }
must round to the same p-bit quotient by any of the IEEE rounding modes. Algorithm
13 can thus be used to enumerate a series of p×p bit fractions with a wide range of
dividend and divisor values that must all yield the same p-bit quotient by any IEEE
standard rounding mode.
The brute force 2-D enumeration of F5×5 illustrated in Fig. 1 of Section 1 provided
access (i) to the rounding equivalent sets by viewing the fractions horizontally across
an ulp interval, and (ii) to the extremal boundary cases for rounding by viewing the
fractions vertically down the endpoint and midpoint strips. It is important to note that
the closest parent tree for the midpoint augmented p×p bit fractions also serves to
identify both the rounding equivalent sets and the extremal rounding boundary fractions.
The identi>cation of the latter is by their closest parent adjacency to a p-bit number
or p-bit midpoint in the tree, as illustrated for p=4 in Fig. 6.
The 4×4 bit fractions that are children of some i=8 for i=9; 11; 13; 15 are designated
by dashed boxes in Fig. 6 forming the set { 109 ; 1511 ; 1813 ; 1811 ; 2815}. By Observation 9 each of
these fractions falls within a distance =22p−1 = =128 of its closest p-bit number for
1¡¡2, constituting extremal cases for directed rounding. This set for p=4 corre-
sponds to the fractions in Fig. 1 (for p=5) that are in the highlighted vertical strips at
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Fig. 6. The closest parent tree containing all 4×4 bit irreducible fractions and 4 bit midpoints over the
standard binade [1; 2).
the ulp interval boundaries. Similarly the 4×4 bit fractions that are closest parents of
midpoints in Fig. 6 are designated by solid boxes forming the set { 1615 ; 1311 ; 139 ; 149 ; 2213 ; 2011}.
By Observation 7 each of these fractions has distance =22p= =256 for 1¡¡2, from
a closest midpoint, constituting extremal cases for rounding to nearest, and correspond-
ing to the fractions for p=5 in the center highlighted strip of Fig. 1. Listed in order of
their distances from their corresponding midpoints, the normalized binary expansions
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showing the four leading bits and tails of these 4×4 bit quotients are:
16
15 = 1:000 1000 1000 : : : ;
22
13 = 1:101 1000 1001 : : : ;
13
11 = 1:001 0111 0100 : : : ;
20
11 = 1:110 1000 1011 : : : ;
14
9 = 1:110 0111 0001 : : : ;
13
9 = 1:011 1000 1110 : : : :
In every case it requires p + 1=5 bits of the tail to separate the expansion from
the midpoint tail 10 000 : : : ; which in the limit is also 01111 : : : : Understanding the
distribution of p×p bit fractions over the successive ulp intervals and characterizing
the extremal fractions nearest to rounding boundaries is facilitated both in theory and
in computational practice by reference to a closest parent tree such as illustrated in
Fig. 6.
Particular extremal cases for division and square root have been identi>ed in the
literature [9,?,2,8,21]. In these previous studies it is shown that the smallest non zero
distance between a p×p bit fraction and a p-bit number over [1; 2) is 1=(2p−1(2p−1)),
and the smallest distance between a p×p bit fraction and a p-bit midpoint over [1; 2)
is 1=(2p(2p − 1)). Our model provides convenient identi>cation of a much larger set
of p×p bit fractions that are essentially as close (within a factor of two) to a p-bit
midpoint.
De nition 15. A p×p bit irreducible fraction 16n=d62 is a member of RNp iH its
distance from a closest p bit midpoint i=2p satis>es |n=d− i=2p|¡1=22p−1.
A fraction n=d∈RNp is a boundary case for rounding to the nearest p bit number in that
p×p bit fractions with values below n=d round-to-nearest to diHerent p bit numbers
than those with values above n=d. The rounding direction of n=d itself is particularly
hard to compute in each case since it is extremely close to the corresponding midpoint,
so we shall refer to members of RNp as extremal p×p bit fractions that are “hard-
to-round-to-nearest”. The set RNp can be characterized in several equivalent forms that
aid in the computation, analysis, and practical application of these extremal fractions.
Theorem 16. The p×p bit irreducible fraction 16n=d62 is a member of RNp i7
(i) [distance form] the distance of n=d from a closest p-bit midpoint i=2p satis8es
|n=d− i2p|¡1=22p−1,
(ii) [closest parent form] n=d is the closest parent of a p-bit midpoint,
(iii) [binary expansion form] n=d has the standard binary expansion n=d=1:b1b2 : : :
bp−1bp : : : where the tail bpbp+1 : : : b2p is either 100 : : : 01 or 011 : : : 10 containing
a run of p− 1 like valued bits opposite to the round bit bp.
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Proof. We >rst show (i) iH (iii). For any p×p bit fraction 16n=d62 and irre-
ducible i=2p, we have |n=d − i=2p|¿1=22p. Then the fact that a closest midpoint
to n=d satis>es 1=22p¡|n=d − i=2p|¡1=22p−1 is equivalent to the binary expansion
n=d=1:b1b2 : : : bp−1bpbp+1 : : : having bpbb+1 : : : b2p equal to either 01[p−1]0 or 10[p−1]1,
so (i) iH (iii).
We now show (ii) → (i). If 16n=d62 is a p×p bit fraction that is the closest
parent of the midpoint i=2p, then adjacency yields |n2p− id|=1 with d odd, and being
the closest parent further means 2p−1¡d¡2p. Then |n=d− i=2p|=1=(d2p)¡1=22p−1,
so n=d∈RNp.
Finally we show (i) → (ii). Since the p×p bit fraction 16n=d62 and a closest
parent i=2p, satisfy 0¡|n=d−i=2p|¡1=22p−1, we obtain 0¡(|n2p−id|)=(d2p)¡1=22p−1
and 0¡2p−1|n2p− id|¡d. Since d must be odd, we obtain 2p−1¡d¡2p with |n2p−
id|=1. Since then n=d is adjacent to and simpler than i=2p; n=d is the closest parent
of i=2p.
The closest parent n=d of a p-bit midpoint i=2p will be a p×p bit fraction if either
n is even or n¡2p. The following shows there is exactly 2p−2 fractions n=d∈RNp with
n even, and provides a convenient bound on the size of RNp.
Lemma 17. Either the p-bit midpoint i=2p, with i odd and 2p + 16i62p+1 − 1, or
its 3’s compliment p-bit midpoint (3×2p − i)=2p has a closest parent that is in RNp,
so then 2p−26|RNp|62p−1.
Proof. If n=d is the closest parent of i=2p, then (3d − n)=d is the closest parent of
(3×2p − i)=2p. Either n or 3d− n is even yielding a p×p bit fraction in RNp. Since
there are 2p−1 p-bit midpoints in [1; 2], RNp must contain 2p−2 members with an even
numerator, and at most 2p−2 with an odd numerator.
Note from Fig. 6 that the six members of RN4 = { 1615 ; 1311 ; 139 ; 149 ; 2213 ; 2011} includes ex-
actly one 4×4 bit irreducible fraction with an even numerator and an odd denominator
for each d in the range 2p−1 + 16d62p − 1 for p=4. We now show this to be a
fundamental property of the extremal set RNp.
Theorem 18. For every p¿2, and every odd denominator 2p−1 +16d62p−1, there
exists a unique n=d∈RNp with n even.
Proof. Let 2p−1 + 16d62p− 1 be odd. Then the irreducible fraction d=(2p− d) will
have either a left child or a right child with an even numerator of the form 2j=k, where
d¡2j¡2d, so j¡d. It follows that k=(2p − d) is adjacent to 2j=d. Then the mediant
of these two fractions is (k+2j)=2p, which is adjacent to its closest parent 2j=d. Since
j¡d62p − 1; 2j=d is a p×p bit irreducible fraction and 2j=d∈RNp. Since there are
2p−2 odd values 2p−1 + 16d62p − 1, from Lemma 17 we conclude 2j=d∈RNp is
uniquely determined by d.
It readily follows that the p×p bit irreducible fractions of RNp with even numerators
may be ranked by their distances from midpoints. Speci>cally the closest (hardest-to-
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round) has d=2p − 1 and is at a distance 1=(2p(2p − 1)), the second closest (second
hardest-to-round) has d=2p−3 and is at a distance 1=(2p(2p−3)), the third closest is
at a distance 1=(2p(2p− 5)), and so on. Note that any odd numerator and denominator
pair must >rst occur far into the enumeration since it is at a distance 1=(2p(2p − k))
from the midpoint where k can be shown to grow unboundedly with p before an odd
n less than 2p occurs with n=(2p − k)∈RNp.
Observation 19. For any i and suGciently large p, the ith hardest-to-round p×p bit
irreducible fraction has the form n=d with d=2p+1−2i and n even. The other p×p
bit fraction that is the simpler parent of the same midpoint for which n=d is the closest
parent is then k=(2i − 1) where 2i − 16k¡2(2i − 1) must be odd.
From Observation 19, we then note that the second hardest-to-round is always a
p×p bit quotient adjacent to 53 and the third hardest must be adjacent to 75 or 95
depending on the parity of p. In fact the ith hardest for each p may be given in
cases by formula for all relatively small i. The proof of Theorem 18 also suggests a
simple computational process for determining the ith hardest in the form of >nding the
convergents to (2p + 1− 2i)=2i − 1 as shown in Algorithm 20.
Algorithm 20. ith hardest to round in RNp
Stimulus: A precision p and index i
Response: The ith hardest to round fraction with an even numerator in RNp.
Procedure:
/* Set input values */
/* eg: p = 4; i = 3; */
odd = 2i-1;
/* Use the Extended Euclidean Algorithm */
num_s / den_s = simplest_parent( (2^p - odd)/odd );
if (num_s is odd)
num_i = 2^p - odd + num_s
else
num_i = 2(2^p - odd) - num_s
/* print the ith hardest to round in RN_p */
print ( (num_i) / (2^p - odd) )
A set RDp of p×p bit irreducible fractions that are extremal boundary fractions
for a directed rounding can also be de>ned in three equivalent forms, which is readily
proved in the same manner as for RNp.
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Theorem 21. The p×p bit irreducible fraction 16n=d62 is a member of RDp i7
any one of the following three conditions hold, where if one holds, then all three
conditions hold:
(i) [distance form] The p×p bit fraction has a distance from a closest p-bit number
i=2p−1 satisfying 0¡|n=d− i=2p−1|¡1=22p−2,
(ii) [closest parent form] The p×p bit fraction n=d has a p-bit number i=2p−1 as
its closest parent,
(iii) [binary expansion form] The p×p bit fraction n=d has the standard binary
expansion n=d=1:b1b2 : : : bp−1bp : : : where bpbp+1 : : : b2p−1 is either 0[p−1]1 or
1[p−1]0 containing a run of p − 1 like valued bits commencing with the round
bit bp.
The following results for RDp are obtained in a manner analogous to the correspond-
ing result for RNp.
• 2p−26|RDp|62p−1.
• For every p-bit number 16i=2p−162 with i odd, there is a unique p×p bit fraction
n=d∈RDp with n even where i=2p − 1 is the closest parent of n=d.
• For every odd denominator 2p−1+16d62p−1, there exists a unique n=d∈RDp with
n even.
As a >nal result we note that there is a straight forward one-to-one correspondence
between the unique even numerator members of RNp and RDp that have the same
denominator.
Lemma 22. For every n=d∈RDp with n even, and corresponding n′=d∈RNp with n′
even and the same denominator, either:
(i) n=2(2d− n′) with n≡ 0mod 4, and n′=2d− n=2 with 1¡n′=d¡ 32 ; or
(ii) n=2(n′ − d) with n≡ 2mod 4, and n′=d+ n=2 with 32¡n′=d¡2.
Proof. Let 1¡n′=d adj i=2p¡ 32 , then in one direction,
1¿(2d−n′)=d adj (2(2p)− i)=2p¿ 12 , and 2¿(2(2d−n′))=d adj (2(2p)− i)=2p−1¿1.
Similarly, if 32¡n
′=d adj i=2p¡2, then 12¡(n
′ − d)=d adj (i − (2p))=2p¡1, and 1¡(2
(n′ − d))=d adj (i − (2p))=2p−1¡2.
The other direction follows.
5. Conclusions and extensions
In this paper p×p bit fractions are characterized by having numerators and den-
ominators restricted to p-bit integers. In close analogy to the Farey series of classical
number theory, we de>ned the numerically ordered series Fp×p of irreducible p×p bit
fractions and employed this series over the interval [1; 2) to model normalized binary
%oating point division. Enumeration of a contiguous subseries over an ulp interval from
i=2p−1 to (i + 1)=2p−1 for any 2p−16i62p − 1, was used to explore the p×p bit
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fractions whose values must be rounded to one or the other endpoint in achieving
rounded %oating point division.
We described the closest parent operation on an irreducible fraction n=d that gen-
erated a unique simpler fraction n′=d′ satisfying n=26n′6n; d=26d′6d, with |n′d −
nd′|=1. The closest parent operation was employed to describe certain binary search
trees of fractions. A traversal algorithm was then introduced allowing for addition=sub-
traction operations to eGciently enumerate contiguous subsequences of Fp×p.
To better understand and investigate the extremal cases for rounded %oating point
division, the round-to-nearest extremal p×p bit fractions RNp and directed rounding
extremal fractions RDp were introduced. Our major result was the identi>cation of
these sets in three equivalent forms:
(i) distance form: a characterization by the distance of the rational valued quotient
from a closest p-bit midpoint, respectively endpoint, of the ulp interval, and
(ii) binary expansion form: a characterization by the maximum length strings of like
bits following the round bit in the normalized binary expansion, and
(iii) closest parent operation form: a characterization by a closest parent relation be-
tween a member of RNp(respectively RDp) and an irreducible fraction i=2p
(respectively i=2p−1).
Using the closest parent characterization of the extremal sets RNp and RDp we were
able to show they both have size bounded between 2p−2 and 2p−1, and they both are
widely distributed by denominator value and by quotient value. These properties make
them ideally suited to the testing of implementations of division algorithms, particularly
in the typical case where divisor lookup tables are employed so that we want to test
cases with divisors from each of the lookup entries.
Further discussions of applications to testing of division implementations and the
eGcient generation of subsets of RNp and RDp for values of p where the full sets are
too large to enumerate are given in [18,19,24,26].
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